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Abstract 
The real time verification and validation process for WLAN is becoming essential for the users whose data falls on wide 
characteristics requirements such as video centric and high bandwidth. Nature of channel being broadcast and presence of 
MAC in AP makes proper infrastructure and sharing among hosts. This makes research paper about MAC case study and 
research development with proper verification and validation. This enhances in DLL gives wireless data link and sustains its 
link with corresponding MAC address 100%, which never bottlenecks OSI layer realization. Among the entire required 
parameters, only selected parametric dependent layered characteristics such as codes for enhancing data rate, selection of 
different radio in MIMO and channel, modes of WLAN  are  verified and validated by constructing clouddatabase in the 
slottime margin of 24 hours in real-time scenario. The type of data for specific application towards effective use of network 
capacity under various situations in real-life scenarios are considered upon optimizing  the selection of wifi device from lab 
testing results . This paper further develops a MAC architecture for 30% of internet traffic is video centric and its evaluation 
under PHY 54Mbps and 512 Mbps with 4 times better throughput than previous one. 
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1. Introduction 
           The WLAN standard 802.11  at the 2.4 Ghz and 5Ghz are the  leading devices in transfer of data 
wirelessly which lead transition  to next generation wireless networks. The freely available unlicensed 
spectrum and along its DLL well suits for internet data transfer than RF, BLUETOOTH,GSM and other 
preYLRXV JHQHUDWLRQ QHWZRUNV>@ 7RGD\¶V VWDQGDUGL]DWLRQ LQ J E\ ,78-R(International Telecommunication 
Union-Radio Communication Study Groups) for the rated products such as 1) Mobile Broadband 2)Ultra 
reliable-Low latency Communication 3) Massive Machine Type Communication depends on this standard in 
withstanding capability for various radio air interface. The  network topology is a insatiable appetite  for the 
operating mode in WLAN namely Infrastructure and Adhoc. 2.4 Ghz and 5 Ghz spectrum are backhaul for 3g 
and 4g networks which exist everywhere. The law of Jordon Morse for microprocessor industry is dead now, it 
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LV GULYLQJPRELOLW\ DQG QHWZRUN FRQQHFWLYLW\ (YHQ WKRXJK VSHHG KDV EHHQ IXQFWLRQPRRUH¶V ODZ EXW LW KDV
become function network paradigm. The networks forming today with extreme data rates and WMM  can be 
classified into special types based on their extent of function. They include: LAN: Local Area Networks 
envelop a small objective area, like a Smart home, cloud-office, or a small set of business class buildings, such 
as a school or civil airport. WLAN: Wireless Local Area Networks permit users to move something like within 
a bigger reporting area, but still be wirelessly associated to the network. WAN: Wide Area Networks envelop a 
extensive area, similar to communication associations that cross metropolitan, area, or national borders. The 
Internet is the most excellent example of a WAN. MAN: Metropolitan Area Networks are extremely great 
networks that envelop an complete city. SAN: Storage Area Networks help out connect remote computer 
storage devices, such as diskkette arrays, tape recorder libraries, and all optical jukeboxes, to servers in such a 
method that that they emerge to be locally close to the operating system.  CAN: Controller Area Networks 
permit microcontrollers and nodes to communicate with all other lacking a host computer. PAN: Personal Area 
Networks are exist for communication among a variety of devices, such as wireless telephones, mobile 
personal digital assistants, satellite fax machines, and 3d printers, that are located close to a single user. GAN: 
Global Area Networks carry digital mobile communications transversely an random amount of wireless LANs 
and satellite coverage regions. INTERNETWORK: Internetworking is the procedure of linking two or more 
different computer networks or network segments all the way through a regular routing technology. 
                    Computer networks are a central part of our lives. It is barely for the reason that of networking that 
digital telephones, smart televisions, software radios, and the multimedia Internet are at our fingertips. The 
subsequent section covers about the problem and case study of existing PHY rate Followed by analytical model  
of the proposed solution and at last section for giving details about Verification and Validation by simulation 
results. 
1.1   Media Access Layer Specification 
                        Out of OSI stack in WLAN, MAC is responsible  for 100 % data delivery with enhanced data 
rate high end security in terms of WEP, WAP and WAP II. It ought to ready, inside the network to face the 
challenges undergone by other layers(PHY & NW)[3]. The principle of Jordan is applicable in mobility for the 
case , if PHY rate changes automatically MAC has to synchronize with that data. Then fair allotment of 
channels among users, fair channel allocation is the other responsibility. Due to the evaluation of codes and 
deep study about their properties gives many advantages for enhancing the data rate. The Problem in MAC 
layer of the existing case is followed in the next section.  
2        Case Study  
                                         Before the beginning of problem statement we consider the following situation for 
arriving to our critical part of research. A health care unit demands HD video streaming for mobile diagnosis 
with the available 802.11a/b/g. Since then no support for HD by earlier MAC but in the case of 802.11g would 
not be reliable transport. The next case much   relates the previous problems by the following situation. In the 
OHFWXUHKDOOHTXLSSHGZLWKJWKUHH$3¶VDOOWKHVWXGHQWVFDQVKDUHWKHDYDLODEOHEDQGZLGWKRI0ESV$W
the end of the session one application requires 5Mbps for downloading which determines the number of users 
to 12. The last case for fixing two situations both discussed in the earlier chapter. The delay sensitive traffic 
such as Voice telephony requires 216 kbps with overheads of wireless network for the 10 kbps to 64kbps and 
growth of wifi devices such as MIMO iphone and their integration  with pairing device through cloud requires 
extra attention to further research[4]. 
ʹǤͳ 
                            Strongest coexistence, backwards compatibility and more reliable preamble with multi spatial 
stream upto 4 next generation standard which integrates readily 802.11n and its Phy layer rate upto 700Mbs.  
All the four different problems are fixed with their sideway leads to enhance the user desire and further 
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research motivation. MIMO range 802.11n theoretically ends out at 600 Mbps, with 4 spatial streams in a dual 
wide channel.  450 Mbps is a new general peak speed with 3-antenna user configurations.  SU 802.11n single-
antenna ends out at 72.2 or 150 Mbps (single or doublewide channel) 802.11g ends out at 54 Mbps, but some 
non-standard versions goto108Mbpswithadouble-widechannel. 802.11a ends out at 54Mbps.802.11b ends out 
at 11 Mbps. 
 
ʹǤʹ 
             Wireless communications affects almost every aspect of our daily lives. From the ubiquitous cordless 
phone and other devices such as Laptop , smart mobiles tend to form a cluster of nodes dynamically forming 
Mesh. The Mesh formed by WLAN will behave a closed loop and start their communication like wired link 
XQGHUWKH$3¶VLQIUDVWUXFWXUHPRGH  The Wireless mesh network is now integrating all  clients and forms BSS. 
After establishment of a radio link by beaconing channel will get assigned by MAC through available radio. 
Thereafter three type of frame formats as shown in figure governs the data transfer with secured key and prone 
to data errors caused by transmission which can be rectified by CRC.  The frame management  initially contain 
the field as shown in Fig.(2) which is used and primary need for selecting a radio. For eg. SSID is Network 
name , Reliance 802.11s mesh is used as hotsopot  with 14 channels where ch-1, 6 and 11 are not overlapped.  
FC Duration Dest.Add Source BSSID Seq Fr FCS 
Figure-1 Structure of a management frame 
              While beaconing all nodes come to know about their configuration and type of data used for 
transmission and  integration of b/gand n radios in mesh. Not all devices and networks will obey Mesh, only 
few connections with following are considered as Mesh network.  The internet is mesh network whose 
transmission path is set based on throughput. Scalable, self-organizing and resilient are among one[5]. 
FC Duration RX addr TX addr FCS 
Figure-2 RTS Frame 
               The carrier sensing through RTS CTS will avoid a collision used to construct NAV  to change timer 
value  in contention mode. The virtual carrier sensing is robust in isolating the hidden and exposed terminal 
problem by  Interframe spacing (ie) core of the standard. 
FC Dur Add Add Add SeC Add Data FCS 
Figure-3 Data Frame 
The data frame will tell four address field, address4 is used for adhoc mode. 
ʹǤ͵ 
 The aggregation of data for enhancing the data rate is applicable it will never require and flexible to layers 
access. From topdown process each MSDU frame is called subframe that contains SA, DA ,data and padding is 
coded symbols per time slot it transmits in a series of block[6]. The rate r; 
                       R= K/ T                                                    (1) 
K- symbols per slot time, T - Time. All the subframes are appended and A-MSDU is aggregated in PSDU with  
PHYHDR and MACHDR and FCS. This  is shown in Fig (4). 
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Figure- 4 Aggregation of Data Frame 
͵ 
 
                                 Microwave oven which operates in the same band of frequency to 802.11n are considered 
as interference and isolate the operation from mesh network[7]. The other important factor of MAC is bridging 
in order to increase the range of WIFI. The bridge will act as AP to extend upto 5 Km in outdoor. The 802.11 
mesh will spread inside building but not with outdoor devices. If MAP is installed for extending the range the it 
would be the better solution for WIFI outdoor which replaces VSAT, Wimax. 
 
͵Ǥͳ 
After the channel assignment by Mesh AP based on signal 
strength  at range and preseQFH RI µQ µQXPEHU RWKHU  EXVLQHVV
ZLIL¶V  WKHEJQLV  LPSOHPHQWHG and logically evaluated 
and gives figure the reliance mesh network signal is -
GEPZKLOHWKHRWKHUZLIL¶VQHWJHDU BSNL and V2V signal 
dominates and interferes the research network. This is shown 
from the figure -5.This is due to channel assignment, other scene 
where mesh research network dominated and having signal 
strength of -92dbm in  the mesh network  in the absence of the 
othHUZLIL¶VLVJLYHQLQWKH)LJ). Figure-5 Evaluation of 802.11n under vulnerability.From it is crucial to fix the 
channel assignment for effective data transfer. The video streaming traffic is considered for bandwidth 
adjustments, dynamic adhoc and consistent  infrastructure mode, delay trip sensitive traffic vowlan for the 
delay dimension of the network and  simply smart IOT devices for low power backhaul with cloud interface. 
Under all these circumstances channel fixing varies according to the application ,  place  and time of operation.  
 
     Figure-6  Signal Strength of 802.11n radio                          Figure -7 Analyzing channel for good throughput 
 
͵Ǥʹ 
                       So form  mesh with channel recommendation is important for the users. The dynamic situation 
introduces other AP or other radio which would effect in number of users. The available increase in turn 
reflects the number of users  , upto 96 users can be connected if radio gets enhanced form 802.11g to 
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802.11n.From the end user point of view app using  Ssas cloud data base recommend in the available list of 14 
channels each of 20Mhz wide, channel 14 non overlapping is rated high as shown in the Fig (7). 
ϰ ^ŝŵƵůĂƚŝŽŶ
The Network Simulator uses high level language to create nodes and host, object oriented language OTCL for 
the linkage of network component and to vary network parameters. The simulation study which cannot be 
found by human are enlisted in graph. Now in  the metro where full of wifi networks the implemented wifi 
mesh  predominantly  outperform other network. The figure X tells the performance  measurement while the 
traffic used is video streaming. 
         
Figure-8 Saturation  throughput  802.11n  mesh architecture 
4.1   Video Streaming  
 
                         From the previous discussion if 4th AP joins in a class room additional 3 users counting 15 
users can use the bandwidth for downloading data from internet. In the mean time adhoc mode is deployed 
without intervention of mesh data between online user to waiting user for copying the file.  The requirement 
of HD in mobility for healthcare become reliable after two successful streams out of 4 streams. The result is 
shown in the Fig. (9). Then radio changes to 512 Mbps corresponding increase in throughput is found 4 times 
of the existing 802.11g .         
Figure- 9 Input Output performance of the 802.11n 
                      
4.2 VOIP 
      Two  networking technologies, voIP and WLANs, include  mutually to make available a  simple local voice 
integrated solution, voWLAN, that destinates the effortlessness of mobility by way of the cost-effectives of an 
IP  PSTN. VoWLAN Support Concerns: There are primary concerns regarding  security, Handoff capability, 
and capacity and Qos. In addition, the IEEE is the beginning work on higher-capacity channels. It is giving 
growth continuously for  the 802.11n radio link, with the goal of secure delivering throughput  SNR of up 
to100Mbps.  By antenna design MIMO, 802.11n will offer up to eight times the coverage  area range and up to 
six fold the speed of existing 802.11g networks.  
The integration of VOIP with available 802.11g yields 54Mbps whereas its predecessor contributes with its 
maximum limit 212Mbps approximately. CSMA/CA 802.11n well with n users throughput ranges 100Mbps.In 
the real time simulation n varies from 1 to 5 users. The fair distribution of MAC with at least one channel to its 
user  is demonstrated from the above Fig (10). 
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Figure- 10 Output performance of 802.11g and 802.11n 
5 Conclusion 
                          The simulation results are showing that 4 times greater data rate than 802.11g is achieved by 
802.11n. Since in MIMO paramount mode with three antennas and aggregation used, it serves excellently. 
6LPLODUO\GHOD\VHQVLWLYHWUDIILF92,3WKHQZLWKRQHXVHUSHUIRUPVZHOO WKDQµQ¶XVHUVIRUZKLFKWKH
802.11g are inferior due to lower data rate.On demand channel selection and   scheduling task in MIMO 
wireless MU Multichannel dynamic environment makes full range bandwidth utilization. In this paper, we have 
analyzed scheduling algorithm for PHY 802.11a/b/g and PHY 802.11n transfer rate with the feature of auto 
adjusting radio interoperability MAC with data aggregation for video and  QOE requirements. It is 
demonstrated from the used 802.11s mesh architecture with 802.11n is four time better than the existing 
802.11g. No meaning for WMN but all depends upon the proper usage of the PHY and MAC. In  enhancement 
for future prospect will propose a new mechanism for flow control which uses routing layer cross optimization 
and is compared with existing. The efficiency of the PHY WLAN may be optimized by the Data Link Layer 
and various techniques followed to overhead minimization in achieving high efficient MAC. Subsequently 
important niche is Triband solution for next generation emerging WLAN standard for wearable devices. 
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